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IDEAS & ISSUES: 'House calls' sensible option for the elderly (Dr. Mindy Fain is a professor of medicine at the University of Arizona, co-director of the Arizona Center on Aging)
06/09/2014 Tuscaloosa Magazine Valley News

Meet the 2014 Mountain West GEM Award finalists (Mario Rafael Lluria, UAMC; Maureen Delage, UAMC - South Campus; Dawne Estrada, UAMC; Caylin S. Stroupe, UAMC)
06/08/2014 Nurse.com

Tucson Giving: Family honors son's legacy with fundraising soccer tourney (Diamond Children's at the University of Arizona Medical Center)
06/08/2014 Arizona Daily Star

Skipping flu shot 'not worth Russian Roulette,' survivor says (Dr. Jess Thompson, a cardiac surgeon at the UA Medical Center and surgical director of the hospital's ECMO team)
06/08/2014 Arizona Daily Star

Judge: Arizona should allow medical pot for PTSD sufferers (College of Public Health at the University of Arizona)
06/07/2014 Arizona Daily Star Arizona Daily Sun

Let nature take its course to improve your health (Dr. Victoria Maizes, executive director of the Arizona Center for Integrative Medicine at the University of Arizona-Tucson)
06/07/2014 USA TODAY WCNC.com

Regents approve $136M biosciences building in downtown Phoenix (University of Arizona College of Medicine in Phoenix)

UA to give college credit to Basha High students
06/06/2014 Arizona Republic

UA Cancer Center names director (Dr. Andrew S. Kraft named the Sydney E. Salmon endowed chair and director of the University of Arizona Cancer Center)
06/06/2014 Flinn Foundation

10 Healing Foods That Fight Pain Naturally (Dr. Andrew Weil, founder and director of the Arizona Center for Integrative Medicine at the University of Arizona)
06/06/2014 Prevention Magazine

New website helps patients compare hospital costs, procedures (The University of Arizona Medical Center)
06/05/2014 Arizona Capitol Times